English
Zoom
Session

Maths

English Task

Inset Day

Day
2

Inset Day

Day
3

Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

Day
4

Complete this
activity following our
Zoom input.
Following the
Reindeer
Underline the verbs
in the sentences
below then rewrite
the sentences
changing any verbs
from the present to
the past tense.
Complete the work
below on the
worksheet provided
following our Zoom
input.
Write sentences to
compare food and
drink in the Stone
Age and the Metal
Ages.
Include contrastive
conjunctions:
yet but
alternatively
however

Break, snack , play and toilet break.

Day
1

https://vimeo.com/485432791
Consolidate 2 4 and 8 times-tables
Complete Wednesday maths
worksheet alongside watching the
video on the link above.

https://vimeo.com/485433674
Comparing statements
Complete Thursday maths
worksheet alongside watching the
video on the link above.

Reading

ComprehensionWho Invented the
Toothbrush

Independent
Reading
Read a book,
magazine or
newspaper and talk
about what you
have read with
someone at home.

Lunch, set the table, prepare your own food, play games, get away from screens for a while. If you can try
to get outside for some fresh air.

Year 3
Remote
Learning
Timetable

Theme based activities

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

Art
Pattern Patchwork
Look through the
PowerPoint about
patterns in art and
then use the grid
provided to produce
your own pattern
patchwork.

Science
Scientific Method
Look through the PDF
presentation about how
scientists use the scientific
method. Use the
worksheet to match the
steps in a method to their
definition. There are two
challenges for you to
choose from. You can
stick the name of the step
next to the definition or
you can stick the name
of the step and write your
own definition. There is an
extra challenge to create
a fact file of a scientific

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

while although
whereas differs
from
and past tense
verbs.
Live Zoom English
lesson
With class teacher.
9am

Day
5

Following the Zoom
input continue to
read the speech on
your sheet.
Can you spot:
contrastive
conjunctions,
past tense verbs,
facts and opinions?
If you can, print off
the sheet and
underline and label
the key features.

job. You can complete
this at anytime if you
want to.

3pm Zoom story time and
feedback

RE
https://vimeo.com/486330232
Related calculations
Complete Friday maths worksheet
alongside watching the video on
the link above.

Comprehension- The
Toothbrush Part 2

Click on the PowerPoint
for RE and read through
the information. Answer
the questions at the end
of the PowerPoint using
the information you have
read.

